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Abstract

The situation in control of exposure due to general diagnostic radiological examinations in Lithuania is
described. Experience in creation of legal basis for radiation protection, results of measurements of patients'
doses and quality control tests of x-ray units are given. The main problems encountered in implementation of
international recommendations and requirements of European Medical Exposure Directive are discussed.

1. Introduction

Lithuania with 3.7 million of population has more than 1100 diagnostic x-ray machines.
According to the UNSCEAR classification Lithuania is in the group of states of health care
level I. More than 2 million of x-ray examinations are being performed each year. It indicates
that medical exposure due to diagnostic radiology is the important source among all the other
sources. Individual doses to patients in some cases may be rather high, because units older that
20 years are still in operation. It is evident that control of doses to patients and their radiation
protection are very important.

2. National requirements for radiation protection in medicine

Development of the legal system was started in 1996 with adoption of the Lithuanian
Hygienic Norm HN 73-1997 Basic Standards of Radiation Protection. Three international
documents [1-3] were taken for a basis of this Hygienic Norm. Specific hygiene norms on
radiation protection in x-ray radiology, nuclear medicine and radiation protection have been
adopted later.

General principles of radiation protection of patients (justification of medical exposure,
optimization of radiation protection) are to be followed in all the fields of medical
applications of radiation including diagnostic radiology. Medical exposure may be applied
only in case the patient has a prescription for this procedure. Medical practitioner is
responsible for radiation protection of individual patient. Special measures shall be taken to
protect the pregnant women.

Guidance levels of dose for diagnostic radiography are established. The levels recommended
in the BSS [1] are taken as a basis for the guidance levels. Some modifications of these levels
are based on results of measurements of patients' doses. These modifications recommend
higher entrance surface doses than doses, given in [1].

Criteria of acceptability of performance of diagnostic x-ray units as established by EC [4 were
taken. Results of pilot tests of quality control of x-ray units were used for establishment of
these criteria. These results showed that the significant part of old x-ray units can not meet
some of the recommended criteria. For this reason exceptions are applied to units which are
manufactured before January 1st of 1997. The exceptions are for such parameters as the
maximum dose rate at the entrance screen of conventional image intensifier (1.6 jj,Gy/s.
instead of recommended 0.8 uGy/s.), minimum operating tube voltage of dental units (45 kV
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instead of 50 kV), deviation of exposure time from set values, some features of automatic
exposure control. Such approach allows use of available x-ray units without major
reconstruction of them. In many cases this reconstruction is not possible nor feasible.

Two particular problems should be mentioned. One of them is connected with the requirement
of the BSS [3] on not to use fluoroscopy units without image intensifier. There are such units
still available in Lithuania. Lithuanian Hygiene Norm on radiation protection in x-ray
radiology does not allow use of such units after the January 1st of 2002. This deadline is 2
years later than the deadline determined by the Medical Exposure Directive. It is connected
with the restricted financial possibilities of the state.

Photofluorography units are still used in Lithuania, mainly for screening purposes. More than
100 examinations are being performed each year per 1000 population. Higher doses and
poorer image quality are the reason for abandoning of this type of procedure in many
countries. The complicated tuberculosis situation in Lithuania requires chest examinations,
and not always conventional x-ray units are available. Investigation of justification of this type
of examinations has been started. It will be basis for taking decision about expedience of
photofluorography.

The experience from creation of legal basis shows that close co-operation between regulatory
authority and interested health care institutions and availability of results of actual
investigations of patients' doses, quality control of radiological equipment may be helpful in
creation of effective legislation.

3. Doses to patients

RADOS TLD system is used for measurements of patients' doses. Measurements are
performed in randomly selected x-ray departments all around Lithuania. LiF pellets without
slide holders in black bags are taped on the skin of the patient in the centre of x-ray field in the
direction to the x-ray tube. Sex of patient, his/her weight, height and thickness in the centre of
x-ray field, exposure parameters such as kVp, mA or mAs, size of x-ray field, focus-film
distance, total filtration are written down in the special protocols. Since there is a shortage of
standard size patients, doses to all the patients available during period of measurements are
recorded. The average weight of patients in different departments was (66±12) to (77±18) kg
(95% of confidence). It indicates that if a number of patients is not large enough, differences
in their weights are not essential.

The results of measurements are presented in Fig. These results show that in some hospitals
the reference levels, established by the Lithuanian Basic Safety Standards are exceeded more
than 2 times. It indicates that these levels should be reviewed. New reference levels at the 75*
percentile of measured doses should established [5]. For this reason the trial which includes
larger number of hospitals of different level is about to started.

The effective doses due to the chest (PA) examinations have been calculated using [6]. The
distribution of doses is log normal, with the maximum at 0.2 mSv. The average of effective
dose received during chest PA examinations is (0.06±0.02) mSv.

The average effective dose received during photofluorography in two hospitals was
(0.32±0.10) mSv per image. It should be pointed out that averages of effective doses in these
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hospitals are rather different - (0.46+0.14) and (0.14+0.03) mSv per image. These results
show, that the risk/benefit analysis of such type of examinations shall be performed though
not only doses but quality of image should be taken into account.
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Fig. Results of measurements of patients' entrance surface doses (in mGy) in different
departments using different x-ray equipment (indicated). Error bars are for 95% of
confidence

4. Performance of x-ray units

Quality control of x-ray machines is performed with the help of PMXIII by RTI Electronics.
143 units were checked in 1998, 150 - in 1999. In 2000 this number increased because quality
control became a condition for licensing. The results of these tests are presented in the Table.
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Table. Results of quality control! of diagnostic x-ray units

Dental units
Portable units
Conventional units
Mammography units
Photofluorography units
Angiography units
Total

Checked
142
59
85
7
28
2
323

Did not pass
4
5
25
0
5
0
39

Fixed
3
3

24
0
5
0
35

Not fixed
1
2
1
0
0
0
4

Most frequently x-ray units do not pass tests because of problems with high voltage generator
(poor waveform), too low x-ray tube voltage, dose linearity and timer accuracy. Dose
repeatability and too low voltage are the main problems in dental x-ray units during
acceptance testing.

It is seen that quality control is the powerful tool in improving of performance of x-ray units.
Nearly 90% of units were successfully repaired. On the other hand, even new dental units do
not pass testing. It shows the importance of acceptance testing.

5. Conclusions

During the last 5 years Lithuania is making intensive efforts in improving of radiation
protection of patients. International recommendations and requirements of European
Directives is the powerful moving force. However, many radiologists are used to very
prescriptive system, which was in force until the beginning of 90s. The lack of qualified
experts is to be mentioned on this occasion. It results in very heavy workload of regulatory
authority, which should perform calculations of shielding thickness, quality control tests,
measurements of dose rate in workplaces.

On the other hand, the Radiation Protection Centre shall collect the most recent information
on operational radiation protection in order to prepare the effective standards, rules and
recommendations. These documents shall be drafted in close co-operation with radiologists,
radiation protection advisers, hospital physicists. However, it remains the problem. Hospital
radiation workers are not motivated to take part in drafting of these documents, even in
discussions of drafts.

Quality assurance remains the very sensitive point in the whole system of the patient radiation
protection. Hospitals are trying to rely on results of annual quality control checks, performed
by the Radiation Protection Centre and other organizations. Everyday control of developing
process, analysis of image quality should be introduced.
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